How to do it

simple wallet app
first make a simple wallet app, generate an aro address, send and receive iakc.
The wallet app can read the data of the bet node, the user can see the bet content and
results of the iakc transaction, and the bet content and results can be generated into
pictures.
After having enough installations, this wallet can be upgraded. Users can create a bet in the
wallet app and select the bet node to submit content without opening the webpage.
The recommended node in the wallet belongs to the advertising space. The advertising
space can display the logo of the bet node. The bet node can charge iakc transaction fees.
The bet node needs to pay monthly, and can pay more to get a better ranking.
The income of the wallet app is divided between developers and ios holders.
The user can also choose not to submit the content to the node, but the bet content cannot
be recorded synchronously on all nodes, similar to the dust bet, but the user cannot see the
bet content when participating. This is suitable for friends who are familiar with each other.
After the results appear , The user transfers iakc to the winning friend.
Users can easily bet on different bet nodes using the wallet app, without understanding the
blockchain, can share the results of bets with others, and can also trade iakc with each
other, which will increase the value of iakc.

bet node simple editing tools
The bet node is open source and can provide some simple editing tools and tutorials to
make it easier to create bet nodes, and more interesting and different bet nodes will appear.
We only need to reduce the restrictions on users participating in betting on the Internet, and
we can get a lot of profits.
verify the gmail hash,install an open source and easy-to-use wallet, and there is no need to
pay.
bet website has a high usage rate and a high return visit rate.
Simple usage, permanent bet records, iakc that can be accumulated, and many interesting
bet nodes, which can easily form a huge user group and will bring ads income to bet nodes.
Then we can start to develop news comment extensions.

All programs and apps, no matter how perfect, need someone to find someone to use. All we
have to do is to make it easy for people to use.
As long as we gather a huge user group through the iakc bet system, our social platform will
be used by people.
and we don’t need to wait until the goal is achieved to get the profit, we will get usd profit at
the beginning and every day, and then more people will join us.

This is just a start

